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CLOUD FORESTS OF ECUADOR: EXPLORING THE BIOLOGICAL
FRONTIER

C

ertified Wildlife Biologist, Sarah Bucklin, will be our
guest speaker for the March monthly meeting. Sarah
recently joined University of Wyoming botany and entomology researchers on a two-week expedition to the cloud forests of the Andes Mountains in Ecuador, South America. The high elevation Andean cloud forest is an endangered habitat known for its rich abundance of moths and butterflies in addition to many other invertebrate and tropical
plant species.
Based at the remote research station of Yanayacu, the UW
group hiked 6 to 10 hours most days, often in raingear, with
average humidity of 94 percent. The biodiversity of the region was extraordinary with many spectacular sightings including butterflies, hummingbirds, mega-insects, fireflies,
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glow worms, orchids, and bromeliads. The Ancient
Inca Trail will receive special attention as it proved to
be a brilliant encounter and remarkable journey into
the cradle of life.
All are welcome on this venture to the biological
frontier and exploration of Ecuador’s phenomenal
high elevation tropical rainforests--the cloud forests. The program is Friday March 9, 2012 at 7 PM
at the Oil and Gas Conservation Commission Building, 2211 King Blvd.
(Photo at beginning of article by Sarah Bucklin)
Sarah Bucklin

ALONG THE
PATHWAY
WITH HARRY

I

have been in a bit
of a tiff lately. I've
got a rant to make, so
this may be rather
long.
For some reason,
when you join or become a member of a
conservation group,
save
this-or-thatthreatened-animal,
your name and all your private data gets shared with
all the other conservation groups in an effort to save
the planet. It's the save-the-world problem, or solving
world hunger problem that can never be solved.
The latest now floods my email inbox from npogroups.org, more specifically http://npogroups.org/
lists/info/abcorgs. When I go there, there's nothing
there.
In the body of the recent email, it requests me to
sign a petition. The issue is, "American Bird Conservancy (ABC) has sent a letter to the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (FWS) voicing strong concerns
about the first-ever application for a special permit
that would allow Golden Eagles to be incidentally
killed.“ The proposed “programmatic incidental take
permit,” submitted under the Bald and Golden Eagle
Protection Act, would allow “Oregon’s West Butte
Wind Project to kill, harm, or disturb up to three
Golden Eagles over five years, as long as certain
conservation measures were implemented..."
This is a follow-up to a previous email concerning
a petition to help legislate standards to regulate wind
power generation and sites that are killing bats and
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birds. Wind generators are being commissioned in
IBA’s and bird migration routes. Large numbers of
bird deaths are being reported and regulation needs
to be implemented to reduce or prevent bird deaths.
I don't know if the reported number of bird kills
are true and I don't know how I got on their distribution list, but I have to wonder if the numbers are true.
Even if they are, I wonder how any legislation of any
kind can save birds from being killed from a wind
generator.
And this is where my beef begins...
First off, how can laws be passed to regulate a
wind generator to reduce bird mortality? My own stationary barn/garage has killed birds. This seems stupid to me. Birds don't read or even care what we
think. As far as they know, they own the sky. A wind
generator is planted in the wind to get the best energy bang for the buck. To plant them anywhere else
is not profitable. To change the design of the generator makes them more costly and still does not remove the hazard whether moving or not.
Secondly, even if you could "fix" the design to
reduce bird kills, you can't do anything about the
wind. A good site this year may be a bad site in later
years thanks to climate change. So if you were to
plant a generator in a designated safe zone, it could
change thanks to the shifting winds and the needs of
the birds. What may appear to be a safe migration
route for my favorite bird, could turn into a deadly
route next year. What if the birds get blown off
course? How to you fix that?
Thirdly, the bird's favorite food doesn't read laws
or regulations either. If the food supply moves into a
wind farm, so will the birds. So, I don't get it. Here we
go, let's spend money on laws that the birds,
weather, and food supply could care less about. I'm
not a conservation activist, but I know what conservation is. I don't mean to put down activists for these
types of efforts, but I wish there was a better push
for conservation through education.
Environmentalists have been hyping on us for
years the benefits of clean green wind power. Now
we have environmentalists telling us they are killing
bats and birds and they need to be regulated. You
can't always have it both ways!
There can be no answer for this problem. We
either take down the generators or leave them up.
There is no man-made object that you can put up
that won't someday kill a bird. Even my own stationary garage has taken a couple humming birds. I
have a small wind generator on my garage roof and
it hasn't killed any bats or birds. Will new laws force
me to take down my wind generator? What are we to
do?
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The only answer I can think of is to REDUCE and
REUSE. We are at the tipping point. Everything we
do now has some major impact on the environment
that is unknowable until after it has been installed,
right down to ants, ticks, and mosquitoes we all love
so dearly.
The earth cannot tolerate more growth. We must
reduce our consumption. It is far easier to REDUCE
and REUSE than it is to invest in new untried renewable energy resources. How can we possibly know
what impact it will have on wildlife until after the very
expensive design and installation investments?
The best bang for the energy buck starts with
each and everyone one of us. By reducing our energy needs, we reduce our requirements for new
wind generators, coal burning power plants, nuclear
reactors, and yes, even solar panels. It is far easier
to clean up our homes and living habits to save the
planet a few kilowatts at a time. New energy efficient
appliances will do more for us all in the long run than
continuing to build new sources of energy. Just how
many light bulbs do we need really? How many
heated garages? Computers? Why do cities need so
much night lighting that blocks out the nightly stars
most folks never see?
Please don't get me wrong, I applaud all conservation efforts, I just do not understand how we can
regulate wind generators when they are so dependant on prime wind sites that are shared by bats and
birds. Like I said, the birds, weather, and food supply
do not know what regulation is.
REDUCE and REUSE. Conservation through
Education - learn how to save power.
End rant.
President—Harry Martin

THE RIPPLING
BROOK

I

am honored and humbled by the Educator
Award from the Murie
Chapter. My gratitude that
I expressed at the Banquet expands to include
that recognition. I also recognize that my work is
connected to many people. The folks at National, my
colleagues of Audubon Rockies, the members of the
Murie chapter, the Casper community and the various networks of which I am a part all contribute immensely.

National Audubon is continuing to focus and align
its work to ensure that the greatest conservation impact can be made. Five critical important conservation priorities have been identified:
 Putting Farms, Ranches, and Forests to work for
birds
 Sharing our Seas and Shores
 Saving Important Bird Areas
 Supporting a healthy climate for birds and people
 Creating bird‐friendly communities and cities
This work will be in the context of the four major
flyways birds utilize in the Western Hemisphere –
Atlantic, Mississippi, Central and Pacific. Wyoming,
as part of the central flyway, will continue its efforts
to ensure a healthy sagebrush ecosystem, and will
also specifically focus on saving important bird areas, ensuring a healthy climate for birds and people,
and creating bird friendly communities and cities.
Individual backyards, local chapters, centers,
state and regional programs, and international partnerships all working together will be crucial to this
important work.
Upcoming in March:
 Thursdays 12:00—1:00—Brown Bag Birding
bring a lunch and watch the birds! Binoculars
and bird books available to use as well as tables,
chairs and warm indoor space provided.
 Thursdays 7:00—Healthy Children Healthy
Planet Discussion Course, meeting in the Sunrise Shopping Center. I will be organizing another course called Choices for Sustainability,
starting date undetermined.
 Monday, March 5 1:00‐3:00—Spring Break—
Birds and Beaks for 4th—6th graders.
 Tuesday, March 6 10:00—11:30—Birds and
Beaks for K‐3rd graders.
 Tuesday, March 20 12:00—1:00—Chapter Chat
conference call with other Wyoming chapters and
Audubon staff.
 Saturday, March 31—Project Wild/Project Learning Tree Early Childhood Workshop for teachers,
day care providers and anyone who works with
young children. All day.
 Saturday, April 21—An Audubon Center Earth
Day workday.
 June 23—24—Statewide Bio‐Blitz in Pinedale,
WY.
Help! Have I said that lately? The Center is in
need of volunteers from filling feeders? (Tuesday is
currently open) to helping with school groups to
cleaning up and sprucing up to filing papers. There’s
certain to be a job and a time that fits your schedule!
I have evidently been missing some calls and
messages left on the answering machine, so if I
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haven’t returned a call, please try again or email me
at wpeters@audubon.org
Happy March birding!
Nature Center Supervisor—Wanda Peter

BIRD ID CLASSES

B

ird ID Classes offered jointly by Murie and
Audubon Wyoming will be starting in April and
going through June.
 Thursday, April 19, 6:30PM—general bird ID,
binocular and field guide use.
 Thursday, April 26, 6:30PM—Waterfowl, Saturday April 28—Field trip.
 Thursday, May 10, 6:30PM—EKW State Park
Birds, Saturday, May 12—Field trip to EKWSP.
 Thursday, June 7, 6:30 PM—Casper Mountain
Birds, Saturday, June 9—Field trip to Casper
Mtn.
 June—Raptor Class—date to be announced.
Field trips start times will be determined when
classes meet.
Check the newspaper and the web site for more
dates and details.

BIRD NOTES

including Snowy. As usual, winter brings lots of
woodpeckers – 6 species were reported for January.
Common Redpoll was the No. 1 species again, followed by Sharp-shinned Hawk in second place. 3
species of woodpecker shared third place with Black
-capped Chickadee – Downy Woodpecker, Hairy
Woodpecker, and Northern Flicker. Am. Robin numbers are starting to pick up, sharing fourth place with
Song Sparrow.
Wyoming Yard Bird Report:
Casper: Barb Yonts – Northern Flicker, Bob Yonts –
Steller’s Jay, Chris Michelson – Great Horned Owl,
Lois Layton – American Robin, Joanne Odasz –
Downy Woodpecker, Frank Odasz – Song Sparrow,
Casper College Greenhouse – European Starling,
Donna Walgren – Eurasian Collared-Dove, Bruce
Walgren – Common Raven; Cheyenne:
Barb
Gorges – Cooper’s Hawk; Buffalo: Deane Bjerke –
Hairy Woodpecker; Ucross:
Ruth Salvatore –
Rough-legged Hawk.
Thanks to all who helped with the Yard Bird Project in January!!! Winter is still here, but birds are
still moving around looking for food, so keep watching to see what will show up next!!! Send your bird
info to Donna Walgren, 4311 S. Center St., Casper,
WY 82601, or email to Piranga@bresnan.net. or
phone 234-7455. Good Birding!!!
Donna Walgren

EDUCATION AWARD
PRESENTATION

E
S

nowy Owls are still reported to be moving down
from Canada, but the eruption does appear to be
slowing. Here in Wyoming, crossbills, Cassin’s
Finches, and tree sparrows, which usually appear in
at least fair numbers in winter, seem to be quite
scarce so far. One bird sighting of interest appeared
on the January Yard Bird report – a Common Crane
was seen near Grand Island, Nebraska; this Eurasian bird usually winters in North Africa.
For the month of January, Wayne and I received
179 reports for the Yard Bird Project. 81 species
were tallied from 72 locations in 17 states plus Australia, New Zealand, and the Yukon. Still lots of redpolls, but no rosy-finches or crossbillls were reported, and only 1 Cassin’s Finch and 1 Northern
Shrike. There were 5 species of owls this month –

ducation has always been a fundamental part of
Murie Audubon’s goals and objectives. Every
year we try to honor those who have helped to increase the understanding, enjoyment, and basic
knowledge of the wildlife and ecology in our state.
At our banquet and fundraiser last month, we presented Murie Audubon’s Education Award to Wanda
Peters, the Nature Center Supervisor of the Audubon Center at Garden Creek in Casper.
Wanda took over the reins of the Audubon Center in September, 2009 after spending several years
as a naturalist and an environmental educator in the
Pacific Northwest. Since coming to ACGC, she has
proven to be very dedicated to teaching kids (of all
ages!!!) about the natural history and ecology of
Wyoming. She works equally well with pre-school,
adults, and all ages in between. Wanda has developed a variety of programs, presentations, and activities at the Center – trying many different venues
for many different audiences and age ranges. In ad-
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dition, she works with other education groups and
personnel within the Casper community and around
the state.
Congratulations Wanda!!!!
Donna Walgren

AUDUBON MAGAZINE
RESPONDS
(Ted Williams is the author of the article in the January-February 2012 issue of Audubon magazine:
"Wake up BP". David Seideman is the editor of the
magazine and the below response from Ted Williams contains Mr. Seideman’s edited suggestions.
See Patricia Gallery’s, - Global Portfolio Manager,
Remediation Management, BP – response to the
article in the Audubon Magazine in February’s Plains
& Peaks newsletter.)

I
(Wanda Peters and Harry Martin—photo courtesy of
Jim Brown.)

FIELD TRIPS


Saturday, March 10. Meet at 1:30 PM at the
Audubon Center at Garden Creek for a bird trip
to Gray Reef and other interesting spots. We
should have the start of the duck migration, and
the first Mountain Bluebirds. We should be back
by 5:00. Call Stacey Scott at 262-0055 for more
details.
 Saturday April 14. Meet at 5:30 AM at the east
side Safeway parking lot to go to the Hat Six
Sage Grouse Lek. While the number of birds is
reduced at this lek, it is still a wonderful show. In
addition to this lek, Murie counts several leks on
the Two-Bar ranch. For more details about this
field trip, or if you are interested in counting
grouse on those leks, call Stacey Scott at 2620055.

AUDUBON ADVENTURES

I

have signed up six teachers for next year. Five
of them have been using AA for thirteen years. I
am in the process of notifying teachers of their sponsors. Hopefully, they will be sending you thank you
notes. Thanks to all of you once again for sponsoring the classes.
Education Chairman—Ann Hines

’m not sure what Ms. Gallery is attempting to clarify.” I agree that it’s important for my readers to
understand that Soda Lake is not a natural, elfsustaining lake.” That’s why I carefully explained this
in the third paragraph. In fact, I carefully explained
every point Ms. Gallery makes with only two exceptions, both errors on her part. First, no one, including
BP, has evidence that there are “substantial leaks” in
the pipeline. Second, as any DPW will attest, construction doesn’t preclude leak repair--especially
since most of the overlaying land is undeveloped
and much of the 54-year-old pipeline has been replaced. Instead of throwing a dog biscuit at us by
offering to tend local pronghorns and sage grouse,
which are doing just fine on their own, I urge BP to
live up to its public promise to restore water to what
is now an increasingly toxic sump and what was arguably the most important bird habitat in the Central
Flyway. We certainly would welcome “constructive
dialogue” with BP on this topic.

ROBINS TAKE
UP
YEAR-ROUND
RESIDENCE
(Published in the Wyoming
Tribune Eagle Feb. 5,
2012.)

S

poiler alert: I'm about to disclose to you that one
of the time-honored symbols of spring never entirely left last fall.
I'm talking about robins. I grew up in Wisconsin
where the robin is the state bird and the prime grade
-school example of avian seasonal migration. Imagine my surprise years later when I found my first win-
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tering robin on a zero-degree day in December in
southeastern Montana.
Wyoming has robins in winter too, as does every
one of the lower 48 states, with the greatest density
in the southern states where we imagine robins
should be in winter.
Bird field guide range maps plainly show robins
all across the lower 48, year round, with the exception of parts of the Gulf Coast, Florida and the Southwest being winter-only. Conversely, Canadians and
Alaskans should see robins only during the spring/
summer breeding season.
Do robins breeding in Wyoming migrate? After
reading the species accounts in Birds of Wyoming,
by Doug Faulkner, and The Birds of North America
Online, I found no one has a definitive answer.
Doug's assessment: "Movements of American Robins in fall are highly complex and poorly understood
in Wyoming."
During September and October, we see large
flocks of robins, but these may be northern robins
passing through. We don't know if some of the northern robins spend the winter here, thinking it's balmier
than Canada, or if they gather up some of our local
robins and take them along to Florida.
It seems robins are fickle about where they
spend their winters. Berries and other fruits are acceptable substitutes for their favorite warm-season
food, earthworms, and so they will only stick around
where there is fruit, and only as long as it lasts.
This winter, my neighbors' junipers have a good
crop of berries and just about every January afternoon I saw one or two robins over there snacking. In
rural areas of the west, wintering robins are most
likely to find food along rivers and creeks full of fruitbearing shrubs or up in the junipers.
The more fruit, the more robins.
So, why do we consider the robin a sign of
spring? I think most people aren't outside enough in
winter, in the right place—near the fruit—to see the
few robins around.
When spring comes, robins, flocking during their
migration peak in April, are much more noticeable.
People are spending more time outside then, or they
might have the window open and hear the robins
beginning to sing to establish territories and attract
mates.
I'd like to suggest a different bird, and just as noticeable, as a better sign of spring in Wyoming. We
need a sign of hope since winter weather spans as
many as eight or nine months and February, the
shortest month, drags on forever, especially this year
being Leap Year.
Mountain bluebirds could work, except they fly
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past town. They cross our southern state border as
early as the beginning of February, with migration
picking up in March. The bright blue males are easiest to see. I see them west of town usually, flashing
around fence posts as we go out for one last ice fishing trip to North Crow Reservoir or an early hike
dodging snow drifts at Curt Gowdy State Park.
Interestingly, mountain bluebirds and robins are
in the same family, the thrushes. Like robins, bluebirds concentrate on animals (invertebrates) for food
during the breeding season and fruits in the winter.
If you check your field guide range map, you'll
see that there are mountain bluebirds wintering just
south of Wyoming. With predicted climate changes,
we could easily end up with bluebirds all winter too.
Well, geez, that would leave the warblers as the only
reliable, easy to see, true sign of spring. But they
don't show up until mid-April and May. That's just too
long a wait. I'll stick with looking for bluebirds for
now.
Barb Gorges

NEW WINDOW TAPE REDUCES
BIRD COLLISIONS AT HOMES

A

new, translucent adhesive tape, which tests
show can significantly reduce bird collisions
with glass windows and doors, is now available to
the public. The product is being sold by American
Bird Conservancy (ABC) and production of ABC;
BirdTape is made possible through the generous
support of the Rusinow Family Foundation.
Birds can't see glass and don't understand the
architectural cues, such as window frames, mullions,
and handles, that alert people to the hazard. Experts
estimate that up to one billion birds may die each
year from resulting collisions. Unlike some sources
of bird mortality that predominantly kill weaker individuals, there is no distinction among victims of
glass. Because glass is equally dangerous for
strong, healthy, breeding adults, it can have a particularly serious impact on populations. Studies have
shown that even small windows can be dangerous to
birds that are accustomed to flying through gaps between trees and shrubs.
To learn more about ABC Bird Tape, go to:
www.abcbirdtape.org. ABC has produced a video
that demonstrates how to install the bird tape.
Next page shows how to install bird tape.
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WHERE DO YOU WANT TO BIRD THIS SPRING?
Here is a selection of festivals in our neighboring states that I found on the Internet.
NEBRASKA'S CRANE FESTIVAL - RIVERS AND WILDLIFE CELEBRATION
March 15 - 18, 2012, Kearney, Nebraska
Half a million cranes, plus speakers, workshops, birding trips, and family-friendly activities
make Nebraska's crane festival a must-visit. The Rivers and Wildlife Celebration is the nation's longest running nature and wildlife festival. Register at Audubon Nebraska, P.O. Box
117, Denton, NE 68339, Fax # 402/797-2304, call 402/797-2301.
Dubois Grouse Days.
April 27-28, 2012, Dubois, Idaho, featured the Greater SageGrouse of eastern Idaho. http://www.grousedays.org/

UTE MOUNTAIN/MESA VERDE BIRDING FESTIVAL
May 9-13, 2012
For more information please contact: Cortez (Colorado) Cultural Center, Phone:
970-565-1151, Fax: 970-565-4075, info@cortezculturalcenter.org. The Lucy's
Warbler Tour is a featured part of the Birding Festival.
14TH ANNUAL GREAT SALT LAKE BIRD FESTIVAL
May 17-21, 2012, Salt Lake City, Utah, register on line at http://
www.greatsaltlakebirdfest.com or call 801-451-3286.

SPRING WINGS BIRDING AND OUTDOOR FESTIVAL
May 18-20, 2012, Fallon Nevada, contact US FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, Contact Person: Susan Sawyer, Phone Number:
775-423-5128 ext. 228, Website: http://www.springwings.org

WINGS ACROSS THE BIG SKY
Audubon's annual Bird Festival, June 8 - 10, 2012, Kalispell, Montana, Co-hosted with Flathead Audubon Society. The festival will be held at the Hilton Garden Inn and Conference
Center in Kalispell. Questions? Contact Larissa Berry; 406-443-3949
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